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Canopy Invented to Cover Pets Traveling in Pickup Truck Beds

Invention Submission Corporation announces that one of its clients, an inventor from Big Bear
Lake, Calif., has invented a shelter attachment for truck beds. This invention is patented.

(PRWEB) September 19, 2004 -- Invention Submission Corporation, AmericaÂ�s leading inventor service
company, announces that one of its clients, an inventor from Big Bear Lake, Calif., has designed a shelter
attachment for truck beds. This invention is patented.

The Â�Pup Tent/Dog CanopyÂ� would shield a dog from elements such as hot sunlight, rain or hail, when
traveling in a pick up truck. Invented to enhance the petÂ�s comfort, the canopy could prevent heat-related
sickness. In addition, the covering could be used to protect various other cargo items, or as a shelter for outdoor
activities.

To secure the Pup Tent/Dog Canopy in place, an aluminum groove assembly would be mounted along the top
rear of the truck cab. Two aluminum poles would secure the canopy over the truck bed, and a support brace
sewn into the plastic canopy, is designed to keep the canopy pulled out tight.

Invention Submission Corporation is attempting to submit the invention to companies for review. If substantial
interest is expressed, the company will attempt to negotiate for a sale or royalties for the inventor. For more
information, telephone Dept. 02-AMC-3573 at (800) 851-6030 or visit http://www.inventhelp.com.
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Contact Information
Nicole Mike
INVENTION SUBMISSION CORPORATION
412.288.2136

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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